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Committee on Geophysical Sciences of the Joint Research and
Development Board Organized
1. The first and organizational meeting of the Committee on Geophysical Sciences of
the Joint Research and Development Board was recently held in Washington, D. C.
2. This Committee was established by the Joint Research and Development Board to
assist the Board in carrying out the provisions of its Charter in those departments of scientific research lying within the geophysical sciences.
3. These include:—
Physics of the TJpper Atmosphere. This is the region where cosmic rays and ultraviolet light are of considerable significance and in which long-range rockets and possibly
Jet-planes will attain great speeds.
Meteorology of the Lower Atmosphere, where the weather is of more significance and
in which all ordinary flying is now done. This is the area in which thunderstorms and other
electrical phenomena create hazards to flight and difficulties in the control of guided missiles.
Geomagnetism is the phenomena of the earth as a great magnet which produces the
north and south magnetic poles and the variations in both direction and strength of the
magnetic lines of force surrounding the earth.
Geology, the study of the earth, its structure and its surface phenomena, of mountains
and minerals, sediments and fuel resources.
Hydrology, the study of the water content of the earth both in the atmosphere, on or
in the ground, and in the sea. Water is the most significant single factor affecting life on
this planet.
Oceanography, the study of the great mass of water covering more than 72% of the
earth and within which are both physical and biological phenomena of great significance.
Seismology, the study of earthquakes and the movements of the crust of the earth
which cause or result from them.
Geodesy, which is the study of the shape of the earth. The fact that the earth is not
a perfect sphere and is slowly changing its shape is of increasing significance in modern
long-range navigation and in long-range missile control. The science of Cartography is
concerned with the many different methods and devices for showing the true relation of
features of the earth's surface. The air navigator requires a different map from that used
by the sea navigator and both require weather maps. The kinds and special uses of maps
are legion.
4. These are only a few of the specialized fields of science and research which are now
not only useful but essential to modern war.
5. The members of the Committee on Geophysical Sciences of the Joint Research and
Development Board are:—
Dr. Roland Beers, Chairman, formerly of the faculty of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and a field geophysicist of wide experience.
Dr. Carl G. Rossby, Head of the Department of Meteorology, University of Chicago.
Dr. Chester R. Longwell, Professor of Geology, at Yale University.
Samuel B. Morris, General Manager and Chief Engineer of the Department of Water
and Power, Los Angeles, California, and former Dean of Engineering at Stanford University.
Rear Admiral R. O. Glover, Hydrograplier of the U. S. Navy. Deputy for Admiral
Glover, Dr. R. H. Fleming, Hydographic Office, Navy Department.
Captain Howard B. Hutchinson, aerologist with the Office of Naval Research, U. S.
Navy. Deputy for Capt. Hutchinson, Lt. Comdr. D. F. Rex, Office of Naval Research.
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Colonel B. G. Holzman, a member of the staff of the Deputy Chief of Air Staff for
research and development, who conducted weather research in Laborador, Greenland, and
England prior to the invasion of Normandy. Deputy for Col. Holzman, Lt. Col. Moss
Yater, Research and Engineering Division, Army Air Force.
Brig. Gen. D. N. Yates, Chief Air Weather Service, who served as staff weather officer
for General Eisenhower and General Spaatz, during the European operations. Deputy for
Gen. Yates, Col. W. S. Stone, Chief of Staff, Air Weather Service.
6. The Committee will coordinate the research and development activities of the Army
and Navy which require the specialized techniques of the many geophysical sciences. It
will be assisted by a number of panels composed of scientists, engineers, and .consultants
drawn from government, industrial and academic institutions.
For The Committee,
C. 8. Piggot, Executive Director.
"METEOROLOGICAL MONOGRAPHS"
of the American Meteorological Society
One of tlie primary responsibilities of a professional scientific society is to publish the
results of research and development in its field. Prompt publication and wide dissemination
of such papers is recognized as one of the most important factors in the advancement of
science. As a result of the war most of the foreign meteorological journals have ceased
publication and the major responsibility for publishing meteorological results devolves on
our Society.
The bi-monthly Journal of Meteorology was started in 1944 to provide a medium for
the publication of original papers in meteorology. This supplements the Bulletin of the
Society which has appeared continuously since the founding of the Society but does not
completely satisfy the need. There is a real need for a meteorological monograph series
to provide -for the publication of material which is too extensive for the present serial
publications of the Society.
Tlie first number of Meteorological Monographs, published by the American Meteorological Society, is an outstanding paper by Dr. Woodrow C. Jacobs entitled, " Wartime
Developments in Applied Climatology.'' This first issue was made possible by an appropriation from the Journal of Meteorology surplus to cover the cost of publication. Consequently,
the Council of the Society voted that the first monograph be furnished without charge to
all on the mailing list of the Journal of Meteorology.
The price of this number is $1.00.
As in introduction to the material covered in the first issue of the Meteorological
Monographs, the FOREWORD, written by Brig. Gen. Don N. Yates, U.S.A., is reprinted
below:—
1 ' War is a practical business.
It demands practical answers to practical questions.
In time of war a scientist or technologist may be deprived of his peacetime heritage of
scholarship for scholarship's sake. Accordingly, it has been stated that during the recent
war expediency retarded important fundamental research. Perhaps this is true; but
certainly in all technical fields, and particularly in meteorology, much was achieved in the
realm of applied science. Those achievements so recently directed to the problem of making
war can now be redirected toward highly important uses in a peacetime world.
" Throughout the war, I was associated with the AAF Weather Service, which was
charged with the mission of providing weather intelligence for all branches of the United
States Army. Thus I had the opportunity to observe the immense strides that were made
in the preparation and utilization of weather information. The weather intelligence that
was put to immediate practical use fell into two catogeries: weather forecasts for operations, and special weather studies for strategic and planning purposes. This paper by Dr.
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Woodrow C. Jacobs deals only with the latter. The special weather study evolved under
pressure of necessity as a standard factor in all military plans. Its development was
gradual and, at first, even uncertain. We were asked to provide answers relating to a
diversity of undertakings—undertakings as complex as a complete amphibious operation
or as relatively simple as the design of a microscope for use at a remote point on the globe.
Frequently the questions concerned areas on which little or no weather data were available;
sometimes they involved the solution to theoretical problems that even today are challenging
science. Always an answer, the best possible, was required. Invariably some degree of
improvisation was necessary. Each of the many hundred special studies that we made was
a problem.in itself, some phase of which demanded unique methods of solution.
I can think of no one who is better qualified to present a comprehensive picture of the
advances made in applied meteorology as a planning aid than Dr. Woodrow C. Jacobs.
As head of the Special Studies Research Group within the AAF Weather Service, Dr.
Jacobs directed, and in many instances personally participated in, the preparation of
weather studies used by our armed forces throughout the world. Close cooperation and
coordination with allied meteorologists and studies of intelligence on our enemy meteorological achievements convince me that the weather study as a practical tool was as highly
developed and as widely used by our armed forces as by the armed forces of any of the
warring nations. Therefore, there is no doubt in my mind that Dr. Jacobs is indeed
qualified to present the paper that follows. As to its merit, I am certain it speaks for
itself.''
*

*

*

(See Table of Contents of the first issue which appears on page 115 of this Bulletin.)
—K. C. Spengler, Exec. Secry.
The Washington Meeting, April 29—May 1, 1947
The American Meteorological Society will hold its spring meeting in Washington from
April 29 to May 1, 1947, in accordance with the following program:
April 29, p.m.—American Meteorological Society
April 30—American Meteorological Society
May 1—Joint meeting with the American Physical Society
The central theme of the joint meeting with the American Physical Society will be
on physics of the upper atmosphere, the upper atmosphere being defined for this meeting
as that portion above 10 km.
With regard to the purely American Meteorological Society meetings, these central
themes have been chosen:
1. Experimental meteorology, including meteorological instrumental developments.
2. General circulation of atmospheres.
3. Industrial and commercial applications of meteorology.
There will also be opportunity for the presentation of papers not falling in any of the
central themes. Please send titles, authors, length of time required, and other pertinent
information to: —
Harry Wexler, Chairman, Program Committee, District of Columbia Branch of the
American Meteorological Society, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington 25, D. C.
Members desiring hotel accommodations should make reservations as soon as possible.
Washington hotel officials are anticipating heavy demand for rooms during the last week
of April and advise that single rooms will be almost unobtainable. For further information
on hotels, or for assistance if difficulty is encountered in reserving, write C. P. Mook, Secretary D. C. Branch A.M.S., c/o U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington 25, D. C.—H. Wexler.
The American Geophysical Union will meet April 28-30, the meteorology section on
the afternoon of the 28th and the morning of the 29th, oceanography section on the 28th.
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